Striatal response to reward has been of great interest in the typical development and psychopathology literatures. These parallel lines of inquiry demonstrate that although typically developing adolescents show robust striatal response to reward, adolescents with major depressive disorder (MDD) and those at high risk for MDD show a blunted response to reward. Understanding how these findings intersect is crucial for the development and application of early preventative interventions in at-risk children, ideally before the sharp increase in the rate of MDD onset that occurs in adolescence. Robust findings relating blunted striatal response to reward and MDD risk are reviewed and situated within a normative developmental context. We highlight the need for future studies investigating longitudinal development, specificity to MDD, and roles of potential moderators and mediators.
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Depression and Response to Reward
Major depressive disorder (MDD, see Glossary) is a highly prevalent condition, affecting up to 16% of Americans during their lifetime [1] , and is increasingly being diagnosed early in development, with $25% of MDD patients being less than 19 years old [1] . MDD is also highly debilitating due to significant decrement in quality of life, loss of work productivity, increases in healthcare costs [2] , and an average loss of over 20 years of life [3] . Although much work has been done to characterize MDD, less than half of MDD patients report obtaining adequate treatment [2] . Difficulties in treating MDD are due, in part, to the lack of a biological understanding of this clinically and etiologically complex disorder. To address these gaps, researchers are increasingly investigating the neural processes and structure underlying MDD risk. The basic purpose of these studies is to identify neural endophenotypes for MDD (Box 1) or biomarkers of risk. Endophenotypes are heritable and reliable traits that help to bridge the gap between diagnostic presentation and genetic liability. Identifying endophenotypes may shed light on key biological mechanisms contributing to MDD and MDD risk, ideally guiding early diagnosis and mechanismbased preventative interventions.
Importantly, MDD is a particularly heterogeneous disorder where patients commonly present with any of a variety of symptoms including somatic complaints, heightened responses to negative or stressful events, low mood, and/or blunted behavioral or affective response to reward (i.e., anhedonia) [4] . Nevertheless, because two MDD patients can present with wholly disparate symptom profiles, many researchers are now moving to focusing on specific symptom constructs and mechanisms, which often transcend diagnostic boundaries [5] , instead of examining MDD as a unitary construct. For example, there has been particular interest in examining whether blunted response to reward is a biomarker or endophenotype for MDD
Trends
Offspring of depressed mothers are at increased risk for developing depression and show blunted responses to reward, relative to low-risk peers, within the dorsal and ventral striatum.
The strongest evidence for the relationship between depression risk and blunted striatal response to reward has been found during mid-adolescence, a time in development when healthy low-risk groups show maximal striatal response to reward.
Blunted striatal response to reward is not simply a consequence of experiencing depression because both neverdepressed high-risk adolescents and currently depressed adolescents show a similarly blunted striatal response to reward relative to low-risk controls.
Blunted striatal response to reward may specifically relate to maternal depression, and not to maternal anxiety.
Blunted striatal response to reward may co-occur with enhanced responses to loss of reward or punishment in high-risk groups. [6] [7] [8] , particularly considering that anhedonia is one of the most treatment-resistant components of MDD [9] . A focus on blunted response to reward as an endophenotype is highly consistent with the recent Research Domain Criteria (RDoC) framework that emphasizes a focus on core brain-behavior systems that may transcend traditional diagnostic boundaries [5] . In this review we focus on striatal response to the receipt of reward for the reasons outlined in Box 2, but acknowledge the importance of work that examines other aspects of reward processing, such as anticipation and learning. We also use the term striatal response to reward broadly; the Box 
Goals of Endophenotype Studies
Having good endophenotypic measures may help in the early diagnosis and treatment of MDD. Ideally, identifying robust endophenotypes will help to improve the specificity of identifying at-risk individuals who will ultimately develop MDD. This is particularly important because, although risk factors such maternal history of MDD relate to significantly increased odds of an individual developing MDD, a large proportion of individuals with a maternal history will never develop MDD themselves ($47% of offspring of depressed mothers subsequently develop MDD) [78, 85] . Further, identifying particular endophenotypes and understanding their relationships to the development of depression will help in the development of specific mechanism-based interventions or in personalizing treatment plans to individuals.
The heterogeneous nature of MDD often makes it difficult to study the disorder in a mechanistic way. Thus, focusing on a particular construct or endophenotype, in other words blunted reward-responding, may be particularly helpful in identifying the mechanisms of intergenerational transmission of MDD (i.e., by examining genetic and environmental factors that contribute to reward processing deficits rather than MDD writ large). The identification of key mechanisms underlying MDD could also help to identify novel mechanism-based treatments, in other words targeting particular neural systems or cognitive differences. There are also hopes that brain-based endophenotypes may provide more sensitive measures than behavioral or questionnaire-based measures if they serve to provide a more direct assessment of the key neural mechanisms of interest, although this is an open empirical question.
The identification of endophenotypes may also provide targets for genetic association studies; again, endophenotypes ideally would serve as a less heterogeneous and more mechanistic outcome than MDD diagnosis. Although this has not been explored in large-scale genetic studies, there is some evidence, for example, that differences in DA-related genes predict variance in striatal response to reward [86] . This type of genetic work could then be extended to investigate the role of DA system genes in MDD risk and in intergenerational transmission of MDD more specifically.
Box 2. Reward Processing and Neuroimaging in MDD Risk
The striatum/basal ganglia play a vital role in several cognitive and motivational processes that are impaired in MDD [87] , such as goal-directed action, reward learning, and hedonic response [10, 88] . The majority of reward studies investigating MDD risk use tasks derived from the basic neuroscience literature, for example the monetary incentive delay task [89] or the card gambling/'doors' task [90, 91] . These tasks include a motor response, and delivery of reward feedback, with some tasks also presenting an anticipatory cue. The anticipatory cue, which is presented at the beginning of the trial, indicates either the feedback options, for example whether a given trial could result in a gain (versus no change) or no change (versus a loss), or the probability of reward. Striatal response to the cue is thought to index reward anticipation or 'wanting', and relate to motivational processes [10, 24, 25] . The ventral striatum in particular shows robust response to cues that predict reward [89] , processes that are mediated by DA signaling [92] . Conversely, neural response to feedback signaling reward gain, particularly within the ventral striatum, is thought to index hedonic responses or 'liking' of reward, a process mediated largely by opioid and endocannabinoid systems [10, 24, 25] . However, it should be noted that portions of the dorsal striatum also show activation to receipt of reward feedback in these tasks [93] .
The tasks described above typically use secondary rewards such as money, points, or representations of candy pieces that are delivered post scan. Other risk studies using primary rewards, such as presented images of happy faces [48, 67] , images, or taste of chocolate experienced in the scanner [51] , either passively present these rewarding stimuli [48, 51] or require a stimulus-dependent response [67] , for example gender discrimination of emotional faces. Finally, the chatroom interaction task [94] , where invitations from adolescents to 'chat' with a peer are either accepted or rejected, has been used to more naturalistically investigate social acceptance as a reward [49] . In all these studies, reward receipt occurs when the stimulus is consumed (i.e., happy face is viewed, chocolate tasted, or acceptance indicated), which typically elicits activation within the ventral striatum.
Given that reward anticipation was not present/manipulated across all tasks, the current review focuses on findings relating to reward receipt. However, it is important to note that relationships to depression risk may differ for other types of reward tasks that involve more complex learning strategies or responses, and that anticipatory deficits may also confer unique risk for depression.
important distinctions between the differential functions associated with subregions of the striatum are discussed briefly in Box 2 (for in-depth discussion of these distinctions see [10] ).
Several specific criteria have been suggested in establishing endophenotype [11, 12] , and, importantly, blunted striatal response to reward meets many of these criteria in adult samples. First, for a trait to be a useful bridge between symptom presentation and genetic underpinnings it must be associated with the disorder of interest. Meta-analytic work has confirmed that depressed individuals show blunted striatal responses to the receipt of rewards, and has provided some evidence for blunting in response to anticipation of reward [13] . Second, endophenotypes must be state-independent and not confined to a current depressive episode. Blunted striatal response to reward is observed in remitted MDD [14] . Third, a proposed endophenotype should be enriched among non-affected family members relative to the general population, which has been shown for reward-related event-related potentials (ERPs) [15, 16] . Fourth, endophenotypes must be heritable, and although heritability of striatal response to reward has not been examined, behavioral response to reward is approximately 46% heritable [17] and reward-related ERPs are familial [16] , consistent with heritability. Fifth, familial co-segregation is required, where the endophenotype occurs to a greater extent in depressed individuals or previously depressed family members compared to never-depressed relatives. This has not been examined regarding striatal response to reward. Finally, reliability has been more recently added as an endophenotype criterion. Striatal response to reward shows mixed reports of reliability, with some studies reporting moderate reliability (intra-class correlations >0.5 [18, 19] ), but others reporting poor reliability (intra-class correlations between À0.15 and 0.44 [20] ).
Collectively, this reviewed work suggests that blunted neural response to reward is a promising endophenotype of MDD. However, it is important to highlight that most of these criteria have only been examined in adults, with relatively few studies investigating pediatric MDD [21] . This gap in knowledge is particularly concerning given that the incidence of MDD begins to rise precipitously after age 10 [22] (Figure 1A ), meaning that there is real need to identify markers of risk that are evident in childhood. Such early markers, which may manifest in developmentally specific ways, could help to reveal mechanisms of early risk and identify key windows of vulnerability or opportunity for intervention, with the goal of developing and applying mechanism-based preventative mental health interventions. We feel that better integration of clinical and normative developmental frameworks are crucial in achieving this aim. To this end, the current review summarizes the extant literature comparing striatal response to reward receipt in pediatric groups at relatively high or low risk for MDD based on familial MDD history (see Box 3 for discussion of risk definition), and highlights how this work relates to the normative development of striatal systems.
Typical Development and the Striatum
Increased affective and behavioral response to rewarding stimuli is a hallmark feature of adolescence that is conserved across species [23] . Striatal response to reward has been linked to reward-seeking behaviors as well as to affective response to reward; these relationships and the details of striatal structure and function have been reviewed extensively [10, 24, 25] . Given these links, adolescent changes in striatal structure and function are the focus of a burgeoning literature, and several excellent reviews have been written focusing on adolescent changes in reward responsiveness [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] . Collectively, these reviews highlight both hypo-and hyperactivation of striatal response to reward during adolescence, relative to childhood and adulthood. The varying findings with regard to hypo-versus hyperactivation relate in part to task type, required behavioral response, and the component of reward processing examined (Box 2) [28] . For example, adolescents show striatal hypoactivation to reward cues relative to adults when inhibition of a primed behavior is required [31] response to anticipatory cues that predict a potential reward (e.g., [32] ). Conversely, during receipt of reward feedback adolescents typically show striatal hyper-responsiveness relative to both younger and older ages [33] [34] [35] (Figure 1B ). Longitudinal studies have also shown this 'inverted U-shaped' quadratic relationship between age and ventral striatal response to reward 
Box 3. Defining Depression Risk
The neuroimaging literature most frequently uses maternal history of depression as a marker of depression risk. This risk factor is easily assessed and robust; offspring of depressed parents are approximately threefold more likely to develop MDD themselves than are the offspring of non-depressed parents, with $47% of high-risk and $14% of low-risk offspring developing MDD [78, 85] . However, several other important factors are known to increase risk for MDD, including genetic factors, early life stress/trauma, and low social support [95] , among others. Importantly, some risk factors, such as low socioeconomic status [96] and early puberty [62] , are more prevalent in families with MDD, making it difficult to separate genetic and environmental sources of risk and their respective relationships with neural function. Although many studies attempt to match high-and low-risk groups for factors such as socioeconomic status or exposure to stress, it may be important to consider these as potential mediating or moderating factors of the MDD risk effects observed in fMRI studies. [36, 37] . However, note that this pattern is not universally observed [38] , with some studies reporting linear rather than quadratic trends [39] .
Fewer studies have focused on the biological mechanisms mediating this adolescent peak in striatal response to reward receipt. Those that do primarily use rodent or non-human primate models to investigate the dopaminergic (DA) or endocannabinoid systems, both of which involve the ventral striatum and relate to incentive motivational and hedonic components of reward responding, respectively [25] . An excellent review of the literature examining age-related changes in DA signaling and incentive motivation suggests that increases in tonic striatal dopaminergic activity during adolescence, relative to childhood and adulthood, relate to increases in incentive/reward motivation during adolescence [40] . There is growing evidence from rodent models that endocannabinoid signaling is enhanced in adolescence relative to adulthood [41] , which in turn relates to enhanced social play [42, 43] , a behavior that is heightened in adolescence. Reductions in endocannabinoid signaling can inhibit adolescenttypical patterns of behavior [44] , and artificially enhancing endocannabinoid signaling can extend adolescent behavioral phenotypes into adulthood [43] .
In human work, the role of puberty remains an important open question in this area. In particular, there are key open questions as to the relative effects of the biological process of sexual maturation versus chronological age in driving adolescent changes in striatal response to reward, as discussed in more detail below. Levels of gonadal hormones that rise during puberty, such as testosterone, do relate to ventral striatal response to reward [36] . However, human studies have not examined whether pubertal stage, typically assessed via changes in breasts/ genitalia [45] , or gonadal hormones mediate adolescent increases in striatal response to reward. In fact, there is evidence from rodent models that adolescent increases in dopamine receptor expression are not driven by gonadal hormones [46] . Future studies that contrast longitudinal change in age and physical development in humans will be necessary to establish the role of puberty in the functional maturation of striatal systems (see [47] for discussion of longitudinal relationships between striatal volume, reported reward response, and puberty).
Striatal Response to Reward in MDD Risk
Nearly all published studies investigating striatal response to reward within never-depressed offspring of depressed versus healthy parents have reported blunted striatal response to reward receipt in high-risk groups (see Box 2 for discussion of reward tasks and relationships to striatal response). Blunted striatal response to reward in MDD risk subjects was found across different task types (e.g., instrumental versus passive), reward types (e.g., money versus happy faces), and maternal only versus parental MDD history (Table 1) . Interestingly, group differences in striatal reward response, relative to a variety of control conditions, have been observed mainly in the ventral striatum (Table 1) , although it should be noted that several studies restricted analyses to this region [48] [49] [50] .
Only one published study did not report a significant difference in striatal response to reward between groups, although blunted responding to reward in the high-risk group was observed within the anterior cingulate and lateral orbital frontal cortex (OFC)/anterior insula [51] . This null effect of MDD risk within the striatum may relate to the older age of the sample (aged 16-21 years; Table 1 ). It is possible that effects of MDD risk on striatal reward response are greatest during the normative 'peak' in reward responding, typically observed in early/mid-adolescence ( Figure 1B /C); this hypothesis is discussed further below. However, it is also important to note that studies where high-risk groups show blunted striatal response to reward may be more likely to be published than those with null results. Further, the effect sizes in the studies in Table 1 vary to some extent with sample size, with smaller studies showing somewhat larger effect sizes. 
Blunted Reward Response in Predicting Depression
The studies discussed to this point have demonstrated cross-sectionally that blunted striatal response to reward is associated with MDD risk based on maternal/parental history, particularly during adolescence. However, it is crucial to establish whether blunted response to reward predicts longitudinal increases in depressive symptoms or new onset of MDD within individuals. Several studies have demonstrated that blunted striatal response to reward feedback [52, 53] and anticipation [54] , together with striatal-related ERPs (i.e., feedback negativity) [55] , prospectively predict worsening of depressive symptoms/disorder onset, even controlling for baseline symptoms. Importantly, these studies have typically been conducted in mid/late adolescence over a 2 year follow-up window [53] [54] [55] . One study utilized a younger sample (11-13 years), but only observed a relationship between striatal function and future symptoms in adolescents with more advanced pubertal development [52] . As such, the early diagnostic/ predictive value of striatum blunting is still unclear because the available data do not speak clearly to whether striatal function in childhood also prospectively predicts worsening of symptoms/ disorder onset. Further, it is unclear whether longitudinal change in striatal function mediates longitudinal changes in depressive symptoms. For example, it may be that blunting of striatal response to reward is part of the mechanistic pathway to depression, with blunted responding perhaps failing to buffer stress. Alternatively, blunted striatal response to reward and increased symptom severity, particularly from adolescence onward [56] , may both mark increased risk, but may be driven by a third factor, with no direct causal relationship between blunted reward response and increases in depression. Disentangling these possibilities may help to inform whether blunted striatal reward response is a risk marker, a mechanism, or both.
Studying Blunting and MDD Risk: Developmental Considerations
Age Many MDD risk studies have included individuals across wide age ranges, with the majority of published studies focusing on adolescence ( Figure 1C) , when a normative peak in striatal response to reward typically takes place ( Figure 1B ). This has made it difficult to assess whether high-risk individuals consistently show striatal blunting beginning early in development or whether striatal blunting worsens through adolescence. Only two studies to date have focused on risk-related reward blunting in childhood (i.e., participants through age 10), one using fMRI [57] and one using electroencephalography (EEG) [58] . Although both studies report blunted reward response in children of depressed mothers, the effect sizes are smaller relative to studies using the same card gambling task in adolescence [57, 59] . Nevertheless, comparing effect sizes across these studies is confounded by differences in imaging parameters, paradigms, and power/sample size, and the strongest evidence for blunted response to reward in high-risk groups has been observed during a period of heightened normative adolescent reward response. In fact, for the five studies using secondary rewards (consumed out of scanner), the reported effect sizes are strongly positively correlated with the mean sample age (Table 1) . Only one study has reported age differences in the relationship between striatal reward response and MDD risk, here based on institutional rearing rather than family history. In this study, blunting of striatal response to happy faces was observed in high-risk adolescents but not in children [60] .
Puberty Puberty is quantified in a variety of ways in the literature. Some studies utilize a girl's first period (menarche) or a boy's first ejaculation to demarcate pre-versus post-puberty. Other studies focus on staged changes in genitalia and either breasts for females and voice/facial hair for males, known as Tanner stages [61] , that are typically assessed via questionnaire [45] or physical exam. Puberty is important to consider in addition to age given that high-risk groups tend to show earlier pubertal development [62] , that advanced pubertal timing (i.e., earlier menarche or first ejaculation) is associated with adolescent depression [63, 64] , and that blunted striatal response to reward is observed in adolescents who exhibit more advanced breast/genital development relative to their age [65] . As such, more advanced pubertal development could contribute to differences in striatal response to reward between high-and low-risk groups. Pubertal development was reported in only four of the nine MDD risk studies discussed above [49, 57, 66, 67] . Although high-risk offspring tend show earlier pubertal onset in large-scale studies investigating puberty and psychopathology [62] , MDD risk was related to more advanced pubertal development in only one of the studies reviewed here [67] . Importantly, the effects of MDD risk were unchanged after controlling for puberty [49, 66, 67] . Thus, it seems unlikely that more advanced self-reported pubertal development in high-risk groups (relative to low-risk groups) accounted for risk-related differences in striatal response.
Hormonal measures may provide a more reliable and mechanistic measure of pubertal development, although they are not without their own complexities. In fact, hormones have been shown to mediate relationships between scores on puberty rating scales and depression in girls [68] . Other developmentally relevant social factors, such as changes in need for affiliation, have also been suggested to contribute to increased risk for MDD during puberty (e.g., [69] ). Even though need for affiliation increases during puberty/adolescence, changes in this process may not be captured in self-report of physical development, but could be of relevance to studies of reward responsivity. Thus, these may be important mediating or moderating factors to consider in future studies.
Possible Developmental Mechanisms
As discussed in the above section, increases in both tonic DA and endocannabinoid signaling are observed during adolescence, and these relate to adolescent changes in striatal function and reward-related behaviors. Interestingly, both DA [70] and endocannabinoid [71] signaling are compromised in adult MDD. Further, pharmacological manipulations that reduce presynaptic DA [72, 73] or endocannabinoid signaling [74, 75] are sufficient to induce both depressive symptoms in non-depressed individuals and a blunting of ventral striatal response to reward. No work has specifically investigated these neurotransmitters in pediatric depression or MDDrisk. Therefore, it is unclear whether, for example, high-risk offspring fail to show the developmentally typical increases in tonic DA or endocannabinoid signaling, and thus resemble depressed adults. However, if high-risk offspring were to have altered tonic DA or endocannabinoid signaling, they may be more vulnerable to the anhedonic effects of stress given that: (i) an important function of the endocannabinoid system is to reduce glucocorticoid responses to stress [76] , and (ii) blockade of cannabinoid receptors enhances stress-induced anhedonia [77] . Such vulnerability, in combination with increased exposure to psychosocial stress during adolescence, could contribute to the blunted striatal response to reward seen in high-risk adolescents. However, future studies in human will be necessary to test these hypotheses directly, particularly because the majority of this work has been conducted in animal models.
Confounds that May Explain Reward Blunting in MDD-Risk
Although the studies discussed here excluded offspring with a prior/current diagnosis of MDD, offspring of depressed mothers still tend to exhibit elevated subclinical depressive symptoms [57, 59, 66] . In adolescents, reduced positive affect and elevated depressive symptoms have been linked to blunted striatal response to reward [65] . As such, it is possible that group differences in striatal response to reward could simply reflect elevated subclinical depressive symptoms. Several studies have begun to examine this hypothesis by including MDD symptoms as predictors/covariates when testing risk effects, but have yielded opposing results. One study reported that elevated depressive symptoms reported by the offspring predicted blunted striatal response to reward receipt, and that differences between high-and low-risk groups were no longer significant after controlling for symptoms [59] . However group differences remained significant for reward anticipation [59] . Conversely, several other studies [49, 57, 58, 66] have reported risk-related blunting of response to reward even when controlling for offspring-reported depressive symptoms. Thus although depressive symptoms likely relate to striatal reward response, they do not necessarily explain differences between high-and low-risk groups.
Specificity of Blunted Striatal Responses
Specificity to MDD Risk versus Disorder For blunted striatal response to reward to be an endophenotype for child/adolescent MDD risk, it should be observed in high-risk but healthy individuals as well as in depressed individuals. Two of the MDD-risk studies discussed above also included a currently depressed group to address this issue. Both studies reported similar striatal responses to reward, happy faces [67] , or money [50] in healthy high-risk and depressed adolescents. These results suggest that blunted striatal response to reward is not simply a 'scar' of MDD, but instead is present to the same degree in never-depressed high-risk groups. However, because neither study reported what proportion of depressed adolescents also had depressed parents, future studies will be necessary to directly investigate whether current and familial MDD are independent predictors of adolescent striatal function, particularly because there is some evidence from ERP studies that supports this hypothesis in adults [15, 16] .
Specificity to Reward
It is important to note that the striatum also responds to negative stimuli including punishment and loss of reward ( [10] for review). Although all of the MDD risk studies discussed here included a negative feedback condition (loss of candy/money/points [50, [57] [58] [59] 66] , aversive taste/ picture [51] , social rejection [49] , or negative faces [48, 67] ), only four studies reported on risk effects for both reward and negative feedback [48, 51, 57, 66] (note, [58] focused on the feedback negativity, which is the difference between loss-and gain-related ERPs). The four studies that investigated response to negative feedback all reported greater reactivity in high-risk groups. Specifically, high-risk children [57] and adolescents [66] both showed greater ventral striatal deactivation to loss of reward (relative to control conditions or fixation). These responses occurred during instrumental tasks and thus could possibly indicate enhanced negative prediction error signaling. In studies using face-viewing or tasting paradigms, high-risk groups showed greater activation within the ventral striatum and amygdala [48] as well as lateral OFC [51] to negative stimuli. Whether the enhanced responding involved increased deactivation or increased activation depended on stimulus/paradigm type. Thus, while high-risk groups showed attenuated response to reward feedback, they also showed enhanced response to negative feedback within similar regions. In fact, there is evidence that the effects of risk are significantly larger for ventral striatal response to loss than for response to reward feedback [57] . As such, striatal dysfunction in high-risk groups is not limited to reward feedback, although blunted patterns of striatal response do seem to be specific to reward because high-risk groups show heightened responses to negative feedback.
Specificity to MDD Risk Versus Other Disorder Risk
Although we operationalize a positive history of maternal MDD as 'high-risk for depression', maternal MDD also conveys increased risk for offspring psychopathology more broadly, particularly anxiety-which tends to precede onset of MDD [78] . There have been two typical strategies in accounting for this general increased 'risk'. Some studies exclude offspring with any psychiatric diagnoses [50, 51, 57, 59, 66, 67] , whereas others exclude only diagnoses of MDD but not ADHD or anxiety disorders [48, 49, 58] . Importantly, blunted striatal response to reward has been documented in high-risk groups independently of whether other diagnoses were exclusionary. Further, the effects of MDD-risk on striatal response/feedback negativity remain significant when controlling for anxiety symptoms [57, 58] . However, ERP studies focusing on specific anxiety symptoms have reported increased response to reward in social anxiety, and blunted response to reward in generalized anxiety [79] . Attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) diagnosis/symptoms have also been related to blunted striatal response, here to reward anticipation [80] . Thus, well-powered studies are still necessary to investigate possible specific or interactive effects of MDD risk versus other diagnoses on striatal function, as well as longitudinal studies to examine whether blunted reward response specifically and differentially predicts onset of MDD versus other disorders.
Specificity to MDD is also a question on the parental side of the risk equation. MDD is highly comorbid with other disorders, including substance abuse/dependence and anxiety disorders. Thus, it is likely that many depressed parents also had comorbid disorders. Only a few studies have conducted analyses investigating whether response to reward within high-risk offspring differed based on the presence of other types of parental psychopathology [57, 67] . These post hoc analyses yielded null-results, but were relatively underpowered and should be interpreted with caution. One study directly investigated parental MDD, anxiety, and their interaction as unique predictors of offspring reward response (here feedback negativity) [58] . Despite robust relationships between parental MDD and striatal blunting, blunting was not observed among offspring of mothers with anxiety only or with comorbid depression and anxiety. This result suggests that blunted reward response may be a specific marker of familial liability for MDD.
Other large studies in adults have suggested that blunted reward-related ERPs (i.e., frontal asymmetry and feedback negativity) specifically relate to familial liability for MDD versus panic disorder [15] , or familial low positive affect versus elevated negative affect [16] . Importantly, these ERP measures related to familial 'risk' over and above the diagnostic status or symptoms of the proband.
Specificity to Familial MDD versus Other Risk Factors
As discussed in Box 3, several other environmental factors, such as early life deprivation or trauma, also increase risk for MDD. No studies, to our knowledge, have investigated whether familial MDD and other risk factors are unique predictors of striatal response to reward, or whether factors such as parenting or stress exposure may instead mediate the effects of familial MDD on reward responsivity. However, it does seem that blunted striatal response to reward also characterizes groups at high risk for MDD based on severe early-life deprivation, such as that experienced in orphanages abroad [60] . There is also emerging evidence that parenting may moderate the relationship between maternal MDD and offspring response to reward. Specifically, reduced levels of positive parenting during early childhood, either reduced warmth [81] or authoritative parenting [82] , predict worsened blunting of ERP/striatal response to reward, particularly in high-risk offspring. These results indicate that a lack of positive parenting may convey added risk for children already at high-risk via familial MDD. Future studies will be necessary to parse these potentially mediating and moderating effects of familial MDD and other risk factors on striatal response to reward.
Behavioral Significance of Blunted Response to Reward
Relatively little work has focused on why blunted response to reward is linked to negative mental health outcomes. We know that greater striatal reward response in adolescents predicts both greater real-world positive affect in daily life [83] and reduced levels of depressive symptoms [65] . However, it is unclear to what degree blunted striatal reward response is a mediator (e.g., increasing anhedonic symptomology), moderator (e.g., exacerbating effects of other risk factors, such as stress), or epiphenomenal marker (i.e., not being mechanistically involved) of MDD/MDD risk. For example, adults with blunted ventral striatal response to reward show greater reductions in positive affect when experiencing stress [84] . It may be that individuals with blunted response to reward are less able to use reward experience to buffer the effects of/recover from stress. They may also show even greater reductions in reward response following stress (i.e., stress-induced anhedonia). If so, reward responding may be an important resilience factor and potential treatment target allowing patients to experience greater positive affect or more adaptively react/recover from life stressors, which often precede onset of depressive episodes.
Concluding Remarks and Future Perspectives
Studies comparing never-depressed groups at high and low risk for MDD routinely document relationships between MDD risk and blunted striatal response to reward. The strongest evidence for this relationship has been observed during mid-adolescence, a time when striatal response to reward peaks in typically-developing populations. Longitudinal studies beginning in childhood will be necessary to explicitly examine whether the relationship between MDD risk and striatal response changes/strengthens over adolescent development.
Together, the studies reviewed here suggest that blunted striatal response to reward is a promising endophenotype for MDD risk in adolescence given that risk-related differences in striatal function are not explained by confounding factors such as advanced puberty or elevated depressive/anxious symptoms, the differences appear to be specific to familial depression versus anxiety, and they are present to a similar extent in depressed and never-depressed highrisk groups. However, future studies in pediatric groups examining other endophenotype features such as heritability, familial co-segregation, and reliability are still necessary to fully evaluate whether blunted striatal response to reward constitutes a useful developmental endophenotype for MDD. Future studies will also be necessary to evaluate this relationship over a broad developmental range and to investigate the specificity and potential mechanisms of this relationship as well as relationships to mental health outcomes. Together, such studies would establish whether blunted striatal reward response is a robust marker of MDD risk in early childhood, as it seems to be in adolescence, and is thus a potential target for preventative intervention. This is a crucial future direction if we hope to preclude the development of the depressive pathology that is such a burden for those who suffer from this illness.
Outstanding Questions 
